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Lease Rent Options allow 

Maximization of Revenue 

by finding:

The RIGHT apartment

In the RIGHT timeframe

At the RIGHT price

For the RIGHT prospect

Challenge – Lack of increases in rents and renewals on a 

consistent basis across the portfolio thus missing an opportunity

to gain NOI.

Lease Rent Options (LRO)
Revenue Management



For company:

Higher revenues while balancing rent, occupancy, and 
turn-costs

Disciplined, strategic, consistent pricing practices 

Fair housing exposure is mitigated

Lease Expirations are managed by Unit Type, by month

For associates:

Flexibility to meet customer needs enhances customer 
service

Ability to say “yes” to multiple lease terms

Built in urgency for customers to commit

For customers:

Flexible lease terms

More options mean more choices to meet their needs

Enhanced shopping experience

Business Strategy - What’s in it For Me? 



Launched:

 7 properties November 2014

 5 properties January 2015

 5 properties August 2015

 23 properties thereafter

 Renewals started May – July 2015

LRO Implementation

Challenges



Pricing recommendations are made based on supply and 
demand

All tours and leases are considered when LRO is making pricing 
recommendations

Prices increase or decrease incrementally, to achieve long term 
gain while avoiding dramatic peaks and valleys

Corporate strategy is embedded into pricing decisions (lease 
terms, hold time, parameters, etc.)

LRO forecasts systematically and without emotion

LRO proactively identifies softening markets and reacts

Customers are offered the flexibility of multiple lease terms

Required, regular updates enhance market knowledge

Benefits of Lease Rent Options 

Revenue Management



Lease Rent Options –

Before and After

Before:

only changed rents every so often, but today we get daily changes and 
are reacting to supply and demand much quicker

did not manage expirations well; there were no caps on certain months –
this is a huge benefit of LRO

only offered mostly12 month leases, but now we have a variety of lease 
term options

After:

 As it relates to competitors, LRO always looks at exposure, leasing velocity 
and comps. However, LRO will not always react to the competitor data. For 
example if you are in low exposure and high leasing and all of the comps 
start dropping rents, LRO isn’t going to drop your rents in response

LRO has heightened the sense of accountability for the teams. Not only 
do they have to take ownership over their leasing productivity, they also 
have become business partners

 LRO creates a more disciplined approach around renewals



Galveston, 
Texas

Pro-Forma 
Rents 

10/8/2013
Starting Rents 

July 2015
Current LRO Rents 

3/28/16

Pro-Forma vs 
3/28/16 Rent 

Increase % Increase

Starting 
Rent vs 
3/28/16 

Rent 
Increase % Increase

1 Bedroom $745 $846 $1,016 $271 27% $170 17%

2 Bedroom $894 $999 $1,106 $212 19% $107 10%

3 Bedroom $1,290 $1,325 $1,426 $136 10% $101 7%

LRO is working…increased rents $105 in 5 weeks



81 units

Monthly gross potential rent/ #of units = average rent

$1000 average rent

Increase rents 1% over budget or $10

$10 x 81 = $810 additional rent a month

$810 x 12 = $9720

$9720/.07 (7% cap rate) =

$138,857 in additional value to the asset all for a $10 

increase!

2% yields $277,714 in additional value to the asset

Monthly spend $278.50

Increasing Rents and Value

Growth Effects



Questions

Questions


